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GPU Nuclear CorporaHon
G J Nuclear :::eN$I"*

Forked River, New Jersey 08731-0388 -
609 971-400')
Wnter % rect Dial Number:

May 5, 1992

C321-92-2135
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Dc.ument Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Subject: Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Docket No. 50-219
Report of Investigation

-In March 1992, GPU Nuclear initiated an investigation into the alleged
falsification of certain nuclear plant operator log and tour reports at Oyster
Creek. This investigation was requested by the Director of Oyster Creek, and
was conducted by an independent team of Three Mile Islar.d security department
personnel. The findings of the first phase of this investigation are provided
in the enclosed report.

The second phase will be a similar investigation with increased scope. This
second phase is being conducted in response to the findings of the first phase
and in recognition of other similar industry occurrences.

The enclosed report has been edited to protect the names of the individuals
involved; alpha designations are substituted for names. A key to the alpha
designations is being provided under separate cover. The unedited report
contains details about the personalities, attitudes, activities and job
performance of GPU personnel. Public release of such information is likely to
subject some ind1viduals to embarrassment, harassment, disgrace, or loss of
friends. The resulting invasion of personal orivacy would not serve any
public purpose. We are requesting, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790(a)(6), that the
key to the alpha designations be withheld from public disclosure and that only
the enclosed edited report be placed in the public document room.
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GPU Nuclear will continue to keep the NRC informed about the progress of our
investigation. If there are any gaestions, please call Mr. George Busch,
Oyster Creek Licensing Manager, at (609) 971-4643.
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J.J. ; irton
ic' ' esident and Director-

0 ce Creek

Enclosure

cc: Administrator, NRC Laion 1
Senior NRC Resident inspector
NRC Oyster Creek Project Manager
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